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Abstract

While there are many deep learning based approaches for

single image compression, the field of end-to-end learned

video coding has remained much less explored. Therefore,

in this work we present an inter-frame compression ap-

proach for neural video coding that can seamlessly build up

on different existing neural image codecs. Our end-to-end

solution performs temporal prediction by optical flow based

motion compensation in pixel space. The key insight is that

we can increase both decoding efficiency and reconstruc-

tion quality by encoding the required information into a

latent representation that directly decodes into motion and

blending coefficients. In order to account for remaining

prediction errors, residual information between the original

image and the interpolated frame is needed. We propose to

compute residuals directly in latent space instead of in pixel

space as this allows to reuse the same image compression

network for both key frames and intermediate frames. Our

extended evaluation on different datasets and resolutions

shows that the rate-distortion performance of our approach

is competitive with existing state-of-the-art codecs.

1. Introduction

In 2017 video content already represented 75% of the

total internet traffic and it is projected to reach 82% by

2022 [7]. This is due to an expected increase in subscribers

to streaming services, higher resolution, frame rate, and dy-

namic range. As a result, video compression techniques

are challenged in handling this data efficiently and with low

loss of visual quality.

Although important progress has been made with the dif-

ferent generations of video codecs through thorough test-

ing and exploration of variations [24, 31], they all follow

similar strategies. However, very recently some fundamen-

tally different directions to video coding that rely on deep

learning have been proposed [11, 14, 23, 32]. For exam-

ple Wu et al. [32] propose a recurrent strategy for interpo-

lation based compression but optical flow is still encoded
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Figure 1: Learning based video compression. Compared

to existing video codecs, our method achieves better results

at a similar or lower bit rate. Less visual artifacts are present

and colors are closer to the original (best viewed on screen).

with a traditional method [10]. The variational approach of

Han et al. [11] considers video compression from the varia-

tional inference perspective but focuses on small resolution

videos. The most recent works [23, 14] target the low la-

tency setup that aims at reducing the amount of delay in

encoding by only considering frames from the past during

motion compensation. These methods require a complex

spatial adaptation of the bit-rate [23] or more computation

on the decoder side with a refinement network during mo-

tion compensation [14].

In this work, we propose a framework for interpolation

based video compression that is compatible with neural im-

age compression methods [4, 17, 15]. The key element is an

inter-frame compression method that can seamlessly build
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up on different existing neural image autoencoders. It con-

sists of two stages; interpolation and residual compression.

First, the interpolation problem is framed in the context of

video compression and we combine motion compression

and image synthesis in a single network. Secondly, we ex-

press the residual information between the original frame

and the interpolated frame in latent space directly. Our

objective is to use the same autoencoder for images (key-

frames) and residuals (interpolated frames), with the con-

straint of learning a representation that performs well for

both. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• The interpolation model combines motion compres-

sion and image synthesis while reducing computation

at decoding time. This joint approach offers the pos-

sibility to reduce the motion code size (for example

when motion does not help to produce a good interpo-

lated image).

• We show how the same neural autoencoder can be used

for images and residuals. In addition to reducing the

number of parameters, it has the advantage of auto-

matically achieving the same image quality for both

outputs. There is no need for separately tuning the

residual quality to match the key-frames.

• Our extensive evaluation on different datasets and res-

olutions shows the benefits of our approach, which

achieves competitive results with existing state-of-the

art video codecs. This encompasses a comparative

study with different interpolation approaches, demon-

strating the benefits of our method.

2. Related Work

As our approach to video coding compresses per frame

data with an auto-encoder, we regard both image and video

compression approaches as related works and structure this

section accordingly. Our proposed codec is lossy and there-

fore we will only focus on lossy compression methods.

Image Compression. One of the oldest but widely used

lossy images codecs is JPEG [29]. It partitions the image

into smaller patches and encodes the data using a discrete

cosine transform. The resulting coefficients are then scaled,

quantized, and entropy coded to form the final bitstream. In

newer formats different directions have been explored such

as using other transforms - wavelets in JEPG2000 [26] -

or intra prediction, and in-loop filtering derived from video

codecs in BPG [6] and Webp [10].

Neural Image Compression. Recently, there has been

significant work on applying deep learning to image com-

pression [4, 15, 17, 22, 28]. Instead of hand crafting the

individual components of the codec, these models can learn

an optimal non-linear transform from data along with the

probabilities required for entropy coding the latent repre-

sentation into a bitstream in an end-to-end fashion. While

the first methods [4, 27, 28] showed improved results over

JPEG or JPEG2000, subsequent methods [5, 15, 17] are

now on par or surpassing BPG [6]. The best performing

methods [5, 17] refine the prior model for entropy coding

by transmitting side information and applying an autore-

gressive model.

Video Compression. In the 1960s, video compression re-

search started with codecs that compress each frame indi-

vidually [3] while todays codecs all leverage the temporal

redundancy of video data by using motion estimation and

motion compensation for inter frame prediction. They also

rely on a hand-crafted block based hybrid structure [19]

combining inter with intra frame predictions. Currently,

H.264 (AVC) is the most commonly used standard [31],

but in the near future more recent codecs such as H.265

(HEVC) [24], VP9 [18], and AV1 [8] will replace it.

Neural Video Compression. After recent successes in

image compression and the promising advances in frame

interpolation [13, 16, 20, 21, 33] and optical flow estima-

tion [12, 25], some recent works proposed using neural net-

works for video compression. To the best of our knowledge,

Wu et al. [32] proposed the only deep learning approach for

interpolation based video compression. Their work focuses

on encoding residuals after warping the reference frames

and their context. It offers interesting insights on the in-

terplay between interpolation and compression. The solu-

tion is however computationally expensive as several itera-

tions are required to reach higher quality levels and multiple

models are needed for different interpolation intervals. In a

very different approach to the problem, Han et al. [11], keep

all predictive spatial and temporal modeling in the latent

space. But this method is limited to low resolution videos.

More recently, the low latency setting was explored [14, 23]

where only preceding reference frames are used for infer-

ring temporal information. Rippel et al. [23] maintain a la-

tent state learned by the model instead of using frames from

the past. Their model does not however address the inter-

polation case. Lu et al. [14] replace traditional video codec

blocks with neural network components, but contrary to our

join strategy, they sequentially compute and compress op-

tical flow, estimate the compensation and finally compress

image residuals. This requires a dedicated networks for mo-

tion compensation and residuals which is unnecessary in

our case.

3. Neural Inter-Frame Compression

The main objective of lossy image and video compres-

sion is to find an encoding of the input frames satisfying the

competing constraints that it should occupy as little stor-

age as possible, while on the other hand, the reconstruction
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Figure 2: Overview. To encode a sequence of n frames,

the first and last frames are encoded as images (called key-

frames). The rest of the frames in the interval are encoded

recursively using our neural inter-frame compression block.

should have as little distortion as possible. In particular,

video compression takes advantage of temporal redundancy

in the image sequence. In our interpolation based com-

pression setting (see Fig. 2), videos are divided into seg-

ments of lengths n. First and last frames of the segment are

encoded and decoded as independent images (key-frames),

while motion information is used to generate the intermedi-

ate images from these already decoded frames through in-

terpolation. We also define the notion of reference frames,

which are the images used by the neural inter-frame com-

pression block. These include the key-frames but also any

interpolated frame that is itself used as input for another

inter-frame block as illustrated in Figure 2.

In this work we propose an interpolation based compres-

sion algorithm based on neural networks, that is compatible

with image compression architectures, to build an efficient

video compression pipeline. The solution we propose con-

sists of two subtasks; interpolation (Sec. 3.1) and residual

compression (Sec. 3.2). We first address interpolation by

introducing a single network which combines motion en-

coding and image synthesis. In the second step, we correct

for distortions by encoding latent residuals obtained from a

neural image compression network. As neural image com-

pression is a key building block, we first review some of its

elements.

Neural image compression. A mapping from image to

latent space is realized with a neural encoder-decoder pair,

where the bottleneck values constitute the latent representa-

tion. We denote gφ the function mapping from image space

to latent space and gφ′ the reverse mapping. The learned

parameters are φ and φ′. An image x is first mapped to its

latent representation y = gφ (x). After quantization, the

resulting latents ŷ are coded losslessly to a bitstream that

can be decoded into the image x̂ = gφ′(ŷ). Image compres-

sion can formally be expressed as minimizing the expected

length of the bitstream as well as the expected distortion of

the reconstructed image compared to the original, formu-

lated as optimizing the following rate-distortion objective

functional:

L(gφ, gφ′ , pŷ) = Ex∼px
[− log2 pŷ(ŷ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

rate

+λ d(x, x̂)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

distortion

] , (1)

where d(x, x̂) is the distortion measure, e.g. mean squared

error. The rate corresponds to the length of the bitstream

needed to encode the quantized representation ŷ, based on a

learned entropy model pŷ over the unknown distribution of

natural images px. By reducing the weight λ, better com-

pression can be achieved at the cost of larger distortion on

the reconstructed image.

By design, our framework is compatible with any neural

autoencoder. In this work we use the encoder-decoder pair

proposed by Ballé et al. [4]. Several possibilities [4, 5, 15]

exist to learn the entropy model pŷ . We follow [17] and use

neural networks to predict the probabilities for latent space

values, based on side information additionally sent. The

distributions of latent space values are modeled as Gaus-

sians, and a hyper-parameter and a context model networks

are used to predict the probabilities.

3.1. Interpolation with Compression Constraints

To take advantage of temporal redundancy in video cod-

ing, our solution relies on information transfer through mo-

tion compensation. More precisely, an intermediate frame

x can be predicted from its set of reference images Kx =
{x1, . . . , xk} by considering motion information. Contrary

to the standard setup of frame interpolation, the original

frame x is available during encoding. Our solution takes ad-

vantage of this by internally estimating displacement maps

fi w.r.t. the ground truth frame x, then computing a quan-

tized latent representation q̂, that can be directly decoded

into displacement maps f̂i and blending coefficients α̂i. If

we denote w the warping function that transforms the refer-

ence xi according to motion, the interpolation result is

xintrp =

k∑

i=1

α̂iw(xi, f̂i) with

k∑

i=1

α̂i = 1. (2)

We propose an encoder-decoder pair (hρ, hρ′ ) to solve this

interpolation problem. In our method we use two refer-

ence frames (n = 2) and Figure 3 shows the corresponding

model. The encoder hρ maps the input data into a latent

representation q :

q = hρ(x, x1, x2, f1, f2) , (3)

which is quantized into q̂.
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Figure 3: Interpolation with compression constraints. We propose combining the two tasks of interpolation and optical

flow compression. Given two reference frames x1 and x2, we first use an optical flow network to compute the 2d displacement

maps f1 and f2. An important difference with classic frame interpolation, is the availability of the ground truth image x at

encoding time. We take advantage of this by providing as input to the encoder hρ the original frame x, the optical flow fields

f1 and f2, and the the warped frames w1 = w(x1, f1) and w2 = w(x2, f2). The resulting representation is quantized (q̂)

before entropy coding. The decoder hρ′ can directly synthesize the displacement maps (f̂1, f̂2) and the blending coefficients

(α̂1, α̂2) to compute the intermediate frame xintrp of the decoded reference frames x̂1 and x̂2.

From q̂, the decoder hρ′ can both reconstruct optical flow

fields and blending coefficients:

(α̂1, α̂2, f̂1, f̂2) = hρ′(q̂). (4)

and xintrp is directly computed according to Equation (2).

Similarly to image compression, the proposed latent rep-

resentation should respect compression objectives, that is to

satisfy the competing constraints of occupying as little stor-

age as possible, while minimizing distortion on the interpo-

lation result. Formally this can be expressed as optimizing

the following rate-distortion problem:

L(Θintrp) = Ex∼px
[− log2 pq̂(q̂)+ λintrp d(x, xintrp)] , (5)

where Θintrp = {ρ, ρ′, pq̂} consists of the encoder-decoder

network parameters (ρ, ρ′) and the entropy model (pq̂).

A first advantage of our approach comes from provid-

ing warping results together with the original frame x dur-

ing compression, such that a better prediction for the blend-

ing coefficients can be made. Furthermore we only penal-

ize distortion on the reconstructed intermediate frame and

not on the reconstructed motion field itself. This enables

the network to identify flow vector importance and to in-

fer where a faithful motion reconstruction is unnecessary or

less important w.r.t to the final result. Another advantage of

our approach is the reduced computation time as complex

frame interpolation is avoided on the decoding side; The

network hρ′ does not have any more complexity than the

image decoder gφ′ , and its output is directly used to synthe-

size the interpolation result.

3.2. Latent Space Residuals

The previous section described how we obtain an esti-

mate xintrp of the original image x based on motion com-

pensation. However, the interpolation result can still con-

tain noticeable errors, which can be reduced by addition-

ally transmitting residual information between xintrp and x.

Instead of designing a distinct network for image space

residuals, we propose to take advantage of the compression

encoder-decoder pair (gφ, gφ′ ) used for the key-frames and

to compute residual information in latent space. Figure 4 il-

lustrates latent residual estimation when interpolating from

two key-frames x1 and x2. The key-frames are encoded

with an image compression strategy, then used as reference

frames for interpolation, as described in Section 3.1. The

remaining residual information between x and xintrp is rep-

resented by computing the residual in latent space between

y and yintrp:

r = y − yintrp = gφ(x)− gφ(xintrp) . (6)

The residual is quantized and the final decoded image x̂ can

be computed as:

x̂ = gφ′(yintrp + r̂) . (7)

Estimating the residual in latent space allows to use the

same encoder and decoder for both the key-frames and the
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Figure 4: Latent space residual. When compressing a video segment, the key-frames x1 and x2 are encoded first with an

image compression autoencoder. The decoded frames x̂1 and x̂2 are then used to estimate the interpolation result xintrp. The

same image encoder gφ is used to compute the latents y and yintrp and only the residual r̂ has to be transfered (visualization

for one channel is provided). With residuals in latent space, we only need to additionally estimate a probability model for r̂.

residuals which reduces the number of parameters. This

also offers the advantage of achieving the same reconstruc-

tion quality both for key-frames (x̂i) and predicted frames

x̂ by design.

As the image compression network is also used for the

residuals, some adaptations are required. The loss function

described in Equation (1) is limited to image compression.

We extend this objective function to take into account the

residuals when training the encoder-decoder pair (gφ, gφ′ ).

Furthermore, in addition to the model pŷ , we need to build

a probability model pr̂ for entropy coding residual values.

These modifications amount to optimizing jointly the rate-

distortion objective functional for key-frames and interpo-

lation residual together:

L(Θimg) = Ex∼px

[

− log2 pr̂(r̂) + λimg d(x, x̂)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

residual

+

2∑

i=1

1

2

(
− log2 pŷ(ŷi) + λimg d(xi, x̂i)

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

key-frame

]

,

(8)

where Θimg = {φ, φ′, pŷ, pr̂} are the learned parameters.

3.3. Balancing Side Information and Residuals

In the previous sections we have described all the consti-

tuting elements of the video compression framework illus-

trated in Figure 2. If we consider a fixed target quality for

the video, the ideal inter-frame compression should achieve

the lowest bit-rate for interpolated frames, while having a

perceptually similar quality as the key-frames. Since the

image compression network for the key-frames is also used

for the residuals in our inter-frame compression block, the

final interpolated image quality is similar. This quality is

determined by training the image compression network for

a particular value of λimg in the loss function (Eq. 8). As

a result, the only remaining degree of freedom comes from

selecting λintrp in Equation (5) for the interpolation autoen-

coder (hρ, hρ′ ). For example, by choosing a lower quality

for the interpolation the bit-rate is largely reduced but this

could negatively impact the bit-rate needed for the residual.

On the opposite end, choosing a higher quality for the in-

terpolation may not be ideal either, as large motion can be

present in which case interpolation is difficult and allocat-

ing a larger fraction of bits to encode the residuals becomes

a better choice overall.

In the proposed framework, the best compromise can be

found by comparing several interpolation configurations at

test time and using the one resulting in the lowest total bit-

rate after residual computation. To be able to freely com-

bine the different version of the two networks, we train them

independently. The interpolation part is trained first for dif-

ferent λintrp values in the loss function (Eq. 5) and only us-

ing ground truth images. The image compression network

is then trained in a second step, using one of the obtained

interpolation models, keeping its parameters fixed.

3.4. Network Architectures

We use the encoder-decoder pair proposed by Ballé et

al. [4] for both the image and the interpolation networks

and we develop next some of the details. The encoders gφ
and gρ have 5 blocks each consisting of a convolutional and
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Figure 5: Interpolation results. Using compression constraints for frame interpolation, we are able to achieve good in-

terpolation results even at low bit-rates. The left-most column shows the averaged input frames. Frame interpolation tech-

niques [21, 33] do not anticipate to transfer motion data. In the sequential approach, the optical flow is first decompressed,

then the interpolation is estimated. All these methods require more computation power at decoding time and perform worse

than our joint strategy.

a Generalized Normalization Transformation (GDN) layer.

The convolutional layers have a kernel size k = 5 and a

stride s = 2. The decoders gφ′ and gρ′ also share the same

architecture of 5 blocks each with upsampled convolutions

(k = 5 and s = 2) and an inverse GDN layer. The image

decoders gφ′ final number of output channels is 3, corre-

sponding to an RGB image. The decoder gρ′ used for the

interpolation part, has 5 output channels. Four channels cor-

respond to the two motion fields f̂1 and f̂2, while a sigmoid

is applied to the 5-th channel to obtain the mixing coeffi-

cient α̂1, implying α̂2 = 1 − α̂1, respectively. For the op-

tical flow estimation we use the pretrained PWC-Net [25]

and keep its weights fixed during all our trainings.

To approximate the quantization operation performed in

the bottleneck, we add an independent uniform noise to the

latent space values during training. This was shown to be a

continuous differentiable relaxation of the rounding opera-

tion [4].

Training Procedure. We use all the frames from the

Vimeo-90K septuplets dataset [33] for training. Video com-

pression is applied on short video segments and requires

interpolation from a different range of intervals. To simu-

late this during training, we randomly sample triplet of im-

ages with intervals of 1, 2 or 3 frames. We use the mean

squared error (MSE) as image distortion loss d (Eq. 5,8).

We achieve different rate-distortion ratios by training with

different weights (λintrp, λimg). For entropy coding, we

used the probability model proposed by Minnen et al. [17]

to model image latents pŷ , latent residual values pr̂ and mo-

tion information pq̂ . During test time, we reach different

rate-distortion points by varying the quantization step size

used in latent representation [9].

4. Experimental Results

We present here a detailed evaluation of the proposed

model. We analyze the advantages of the individual parts of

our framework, namely the compression constrained frame

interpolation as well as the latent space residual followed by

a comparative study of the full model with respect to stan-

dard video compression codecs H.264 [31] and H.265[24].

To measure the distortion we use the Peak Signal to Noise

Ratio (PSNR). For our experiments we use three different

datasets. The first dataset is the Video Trace Library [2]

further referenced as VTL. We only used the highest reso-

lution clips (352 × 288) in our experiments and setting the

maximum length to 300 frames for all clips. Besides VTL

we also used raw videos from the Ultra Video Group [1]

and the MCL-JVC dataset [30] which all have a resolution

of 1920× 1080 with a large variety of content and motion.

Advantages of the proposed interpolation. In order to

evaluate the benefits of the proposed compression con-



strained interpolation method we use the UVG dataset and

the following experiment setup: Given a frame to interpo-

late x = Ii, we use the frames x1 = Ii−k and x2 = Ii+k

as reference frames. For this experiment we use the origi-

nal frames xi as reference frames and do not apply any im-

age compression. Our method follows the diagram of Fig-

ure 3. For comparison, we implement a sequential approach

where optical flow is first separately compressed and de-

compressed followed by a interpolation method on the ac-

cordingly warped reference frames (see supplementary ma-

terial for details). In addition to this, we also test two frame

interpolation methods; TOFlow [33] and SepConv [21], us-

ing the implementations available online, where no addi-

tional motion information needs to be encoded. Figure 5

shows examples of the resulting images. The first example

corresponds to an interval of 12 frames between the refer-

ence frame whereas the second one corresponds to 6 frames.

Our method is able to noticeably outperform frame interpo-

lation techniques even at low bit-rates, while using more

bits also keeps improving the results (last column).

A quantitative evaluation on the UVG dataset (Fig. 6)

with frame intervals of 12 frames shows the evolution of

image quality with respect to bit-rate. We evaluate our in-

terpolation method using the simple factorized model [4] as

well as the full model [17]. For reference, frame interpola-

tion techniques are plotted with horizontal lines as they do

not require any data to be transmitted. In this case the inter-

polated image is directly predicted from the available refer-

ence frames. However, computation cost is higher and the

task is more challenging, especially for large motion that is

nonlinear. The sequential approach benefits from decoded

motion fields but improvement is limited when increasing

bit-rate. Our method, on the other hand has access to the

ground truth image during encoding and can leverage the

additional data more efficiently.

Analysis of latent space residuals. To better understand

latent space residuals, Figure 7 illustrates the obtained val-

ues and probabilities. The first row corresponds to the key-

frame compression case. The input image x is mapped to

a latent representation y that is quantized into ŷ. The mid-

dle column shows the result for one of the bottleneck chan-

nels. Latent space values are represented by a temperature

whereas probabilities are represented by gray-scale values.

The second row corresponds to the result xintrp obtained by

interpolation and a deviation from the ground truth is vis-

ible which appears in the quantized latent space residual r̂

as well. Because the range of values of r̂ is smaller than

of ŷ, we can achieve a much lower entropy, allowing more

efficient encoding.

Video codec comparisons. To show the advantage of

the proposed video compression framework, we compare

with existing video codecs, in particular H.264 [31] and
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Figure 6: Quantitative evaluation for interpolation.

Rate-distortion curves for our interpolation model using the

factorized (green) and full model (pink). We also evalu-

ate the sequential approach decompressing the flow before

interpolation. Horizontal lines correspond to frame interpo-

lation techniques, which do not require any encoded data.
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Figure 7: Analysis of latent space residuals. Using image

compression, the image x is mapped to its quantized latent

representation ŷ with associated probabilities Pŷ(ŷ) (illus-

trated for one channel). In the second row, the interpolation

result xintrp has some errors that appear in latent space resid-

ual r̂. The residual will mostly have values centered around

0 which results in higher probabilities (i.e. low entropy).

H.265 [24]. Our key-frames are positioned every 12 frames

and interpolation is performed recursively inbetween them.

This is also reflected in the used video codecs configura-

tion for comparison. We use ffmpeg tools to compress the

videos and the exact command lines are provided in the sup-

plemental material. We consider two setups for the video

codecs: fast zero latency and medium. In addition to stan-

dard video codecs, we compare with two neural video com-

pression methods from state of the art [32, 14].

Our evaluation (Fig. 8) using the full model shows com-

petitive results with existing codecs, especially on the high

resolution, high quality datasets UVG and MCL-JVC. Fig-

ure 1 shows an example of the image quality achieved by
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Figure 9: Bit-rate distribution. The bottom video is a

time-lapse clip, where very few bits are allocated to motion.

For the top video, motion is very important and can repre-

sent close to half the data for the lower quality levels. As

quality increases, residual data becomes more important.

our approach. Compared to existing video codecs, less vi-

sual artifacts are present and colors are closer to the origi-

nal. As the VTL dataset includes many noisy low resolution

videos which are different from the training set, our solution

does not perform as well on the lower bit-rates, however,

still on par with existing codecs.

Comparisons with existing neural video compression

methods is provided for the UVG dataset. Our approach

outperforms both DVC [14] and interpolation based video

compression [32]. In addition to this, our approach has

the advantage of using only two networks for compression

while DVC [14] has 4 different networks. We also co-

herently process all frame intervals and motion amplitudes

with a single autoencoder, while [32] has models to handle

different interpolation intervals.

Bit-rate distribution. We investigate the bits repartition

between the different types of data. For each quality level,

we compute the repartition of bits in terms of key-frames,

residual and motion. Figure 9 illustrates this for two video

clips with very different types of content in terms of motion.

The top video contains many moving elements whereas the

second is a time-lapse with very little motion. This is re-

flected in the number of bits allocated to motion compensa-

tion. It is also interesting to note the relative importance of

motion and residual data for different quality levels. In the

lowest levels, motion compensation is very efficient and so

allocating a larger portion of the bit-rate to it is beneficial.

For higher quality levels, it is better to increase the propor-

tion of residual data. This is in line with the results in Fig-

ure 5 where quality difference between lower and higher

bit-rate results is marginal compared to size difference.

5. Conclusion

Our neural video coding framework is able to achieve re-

sults competitive with existing video codecs that have wit-

nessed several decades of engineering improvements. This

is in particular due to the interpolation approach that em-

beds compression constraints and takes advantage of all

the available information at encoding time. In addition to

this, expressing residuals in latent space simplifies the video

compression task as the same network is used both for key-

frames and residuals. In this work, we have focused on

compressing intermediate frames that rely on key frames in

the past and future. However, our approach is also com-

patible with other settings such as only frames from the

past. Thus finding optimal strategies for key frame selec-

tion would be an interesting branch of future work.
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